
Everest Base Camp Helicopter Tour

Free cancellation up to 0 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Helicopter

Travel Style: Budget
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Activities:

English
Spanish
Nepali
Hindi
French

Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
For Art Lovers
LGBTQ
Senior
Solo
Women
Wheelchair Accessible
Youth

Country:
Asia
Nepal

Routes:
Kathmandu

Pickup: Trivhuban International Airport;
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  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Drop-off: Trivhuban International Airport;

  From:12:00 AM
  To:12:00 AM

Age Range: 26 - 85 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

Fail-Safe Design
Comfortable Seating Arrangements
5 seats excluding Pilot
Suitable for all types of helicopter missions
Can fly up to 5,644.5 m (18,519 ft)

Tour Introduction: 

Everest Base Camp Helicopter Tour we will try to find a safe and scenic spot for
landing as per the pilot’s decision around Kalapathar hill. It provides an amazing
panorama of high mountains with Mt. Everest at the mere distance as a crow flies.

Our Everest Helicopter Tour lasts for a minimum of 4 hrs to a maximum of 5 hrs
with short stops around the scenic and cultural spots at beautiful Thyangboche it’s
an impressive monastery, time permitting a tour of the monastery of great interest
enriched with Buddhist religion surrounds within the green forest and mountain
views.

The program starts early in early at Kathmandu domestic airport with greetings by
airline staff and the captain of the chopper. After that, boarding starts on nice wide
seats with crystal clear large glass windows, where you can observe awesome
views of country landscapes with an array of snow-capped peaks.

Everest Helicopter Tour heads towards the east along with views of mountains
then landing for short while at a popular town in Lukla, the gateway to Mt. Everest
many trekkers and adventures around the high Khumbu area, with time for a
refreshing warm cup of coffee/tea, and refuelling the chopper.

Where our flight heads above scenic Dudh Kosi River Valley to reach the famed
Namche Bazaar which is surrounded by the hill and then heads towards our major
destination to land at possibly the site for the Helicopter either at base camp or
near about. people enjoy views then head down towards Thyangboche Monastery
and to Everest View Hotel for breakfast with views of mighty Mt. Everest and
majestic Amadablam peaks, before heading back to Kathmandu after a great
wonderful experience on Everest Helicopter Tour.
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https://www.heavennepaladventure.com/tour/langtang-himal-helicopter-tour/


Itinerary:

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

International Airfare/Nepal Visa
Personal expenses and Tipping to the driver and tour crew
Anything not mentioned in the \'Service included\' section\"
 

Accommodation
Flights
Pickup & Drop-Off
Guide
Meals
Insurance
Transport
Transport
Other Excluded:

International Airfare/Nepal Visa
Personal expenses and Tipping to the driver and tour crew
Anything not mentioned in the \'Service included\' section\"
 

Covid Safety 

You have to need the double vaccination card

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 0 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 50 % of the tour amount

https://www.heavennepaladventure.com/terms-condition/

Good To Know 

Helicopter Tour in Nepal

https://www.heavennepaladventure.com/everest_base_camp_helicopter_tour/

FAQs 

Nothing has mention in to init. 
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